”

The first step towards the
higher morality is that
the human beings should
remove their “ego” from
within themselves.
Shaykh ul Islam
Dr. Muhammad Tahir ul Qadri
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introduction

”

If knowledge
is not put into
practice, it does
not benefit one.

MINHAJ YOUTH LEAGUE INDIA
is a Non-profit NGO and is the

SHAYKH UL ISLAM
DR. TAHIR UL QADRI

youth organ of Minhaj-Ul-Quran
International India, having members
in the age group of 13- 40. Since its
inception MYLI has been imparting
spiritual, ideological, educational and
social guidance to youth so that they
(youth) who are the most dynamic
segment of society and the future of
the nation may transform into ideal
citizen of the society.

regardless of the profession that
they choose to go into. Minhaj
Our vision is not merely

Youth League India has a major

imparting Islamic knowledge,

role to play in educating the

but also to train a generation of

Muslims of our country about

professionals who are confident

the true face of Islam.

in their Islamic roots and beliefs
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our mission

EMPOWERING YOUTH

{{ Character building of the youth

{{ Work against social and economic

through spiritual purification.

exploitation.

{{ Revival of Islamic teachings.

{{ Protect the youth against drug

{{ Develop focused and goal-

menace.

oriented thought among the

{{ Make the youth a symbol of

youth.

struggle for peace.

{{ Promote social welfare activities.

{{ Facilitate youth in securing

{{ Restore self-confidence and

employment through career

encouragement and inculcate

counseling.

spirit of serving the nation.

{{ Rehabilitation efforts during

{{ Motivate the youth to participate

natural calamities.

in the nation building process.

{{ Instill the democratic behavior

{{ Guard the youth against

and nurture leadership faculties in

increasing obscenity.

the youth.
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our vision
Minhaj Youth League India
aims to serve the Muslim
community’s spiritual,
educational, and social needs.
Particularly, Minhaj Youth
League India aims to create an
environment in which young
Muslims from all backgrounds
can learn traditional Islamic
teachings in a healthy and
tolerant environment.

SPIRITUALITY IS IMPORTANT

In an age when Muslim
communities are divided by
ethnic, sectarian, and ideological
factionalism, we hope to revive
the values of love, compassion,

Deen is entirely about
sacrifices. Even if
someone extensively
proclaims about his
religiousness, but
his life is empty of
sacrificial passion
and actions, that will
still be considered
hypocrisy according to
the Holy Qur’an.
SHAYKH UL ISLAM
DR. TAHIR UL QADRI
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and unity that rest at the core
of our beloved religion. Our
courses and programs will
accomplish this by maintaining
a commitment to the Qur’an,
the Sunnah and the teaching of
our pious predecessors.

HALAQA-E-DURUD
AND FIQR-E-AKHIRAT
GATHERINGS

It is among the prescriptions
of
Law)

the
to

Shari’ah
recite

(Islamic

Salutations

and Blessings upon Allah’s
Messenger ( )ﷺas is evident
in the following Qur’anic verse:
There cannot be a greater honor

Undoubtedly, Allah and His angels send blessings
on the Prophet (peace be upon him). O believers!
You (too) send your blessings upon him and salute
him with all respect.

for the Believers than this, who
have been favored with a share
in this Divine Action by Allah
Almighty and His Angels.
MYLI volunteers organize weekly

CHAPTER 33 | SURAH AL-AHZAAB | VERSE 56

Halaqa e Durud gatherings in
cities where they have chapters.
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Etiquette of Attending
the Gathering of Durood Sharif
{{ Make a proper Wudu or

{{ Gathering could be held

Ghusl before attending the

anywhere but this needs

gathering and 🔹Use  perfume 

to be ensured that place is

or scent (Itr).

clean and spacious.

{{ Imagine the Gumbad-e-

{{ Certain things like

Khizra when you are sending

membership/sponsorship

greetings upon the Holy

forms, CDs and free copies

Prophet ()ﷺ.

of books should be made

{{ Invite the guest kind

available for distribution.

heartedly and warmly,
preferably by sending a

”

Sending the
greetings and
salutations on the Holy
Prophet ( )ﷺis a worship
that is granted every
time. Allah Almighty has
ordained the believers to
send Durood on the Holy
Prophet ()ﷺ.
SHAYKH UL ISLAM
DR. TAHIR UL QADRI

formal invitation.
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IRFAN UL QUR’AN
COURSES (QUR’ANIC
AND SPOKEN ARABIC)
Arabic as of today, has expanded
by leaps and bounds and has
taken many strides in the field
of science and technology. It
is an international language
spoken and understood in more
than 23 countries of the world.
Minhaj Youth League India
has two types of courses for
teaching Arabic.

{{ Arabic language study of

Irfan ul Quran course

MSA (Modern Standard
Arabic)

Minhaj ul-Arabiyya

{{ Guided reading of Arabic
texts

The main goal of the Irfan ul

{{ Studying Irfan ul Quran

Qur’an and Minhaj ul Arabiyya

course book to understand

courses is to enable students

word by word meaning of

to access classical Arabic texts

Quranic verses.

in their original form on their

{{ Practical exercises from

own as well as navigate modern

spoken Arabic.

usage of the language and
teach conversational Arabic to
students.

The books that can be taught

Empowering students occurs

Quranic Arabic course book

through exposure to Arabic for

written by Maulana Saeed Raza

at least four hours per weekend

Baghdadi and Madinah Arabic

and training is given in three

Reader Course Book (Arabic

contexts:

Grammar).

in this course are Irfan ul Quran

Alhamdulillah this program has received good response from students and professionals.
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USOOL-E-HADITH
ENGLISH
SPEAKING
COURSE
Minhaj Youth League India
English speaking & Personality
Development classes. The
classes have sessions about
English Grammar, Essay writing,
Group discussions, Debates,
Qur’anic text confirms that it

of the hadith depends on the

is obligatory upon Muslims to

reliability of its reporters, and

obey the Prophet ()ﷺ, hence

the linkage among them.

the preservation and record of
Hadith literature has allowed

Scholars of hadith agree that the

the average Muslim to follow the

truthfulness and uprightness of

instructions of the Messenger

every individual that reports a

( )ﷺand fulfill their obligations

narration from the Prophet ()ﷺ

as faithful believers. Authenticity

needs to be verified.

Science of hadith verification aids in exposing any
deliberate fabrication of Hadith by various people
Programs are arranged on

Aazad National Urdu University

Usool-ul-Hadith (Science

Hyderabad) conducted the

of Hadith) and articles are

Darse Hadith course for Minhaj

also shared, which will help

Youth League volunteers. The

common people understand the

Hadith Terminology, types of

terminologies used in Hadith

Hadith and Science of chains

books. One such program was

of narrations are explained to

organized by MYLI Hyderabad

the participants. Literature

in which Moulana Hafiz Subhan

and DVD’s of Science of Hadith

Shareef Chishti (Specialized

speeches are given to the

in Science of Hadith, Jamia

participants as a gift.

Nizamia and Scholar of Moulana
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Public Speaking, Extempore, etc.
The duration of course is approx.
2 months.
In addition to school/college
students, MYLI also organizes
English speaking classes for
Madrasahs students.

MINHAJ ISLAMIC
SYLLABUS
FOR SCHOOLS
Minhaj Islamic syllabus for schools is taught to children in

The syllabus can be taught in

schools once in every week by sending an Islamic scholar

schools as well as Madrasahs

or appointing a teacher from the school itself. The syllabus

where school children get

is right now being taught at Minhaj School (Bhiwandi and

Islamic education.

Hyderabad), IQ school, Urdu High school (Distt. Usmanabad)
and Anjuman e Islam School (Andheri, Mumbai).

Features of Islamic Syllabus

Emphasis of the syllabus is on
The modern and up-

character-building, religious

dated Minhaj Islamic

orientation, development of an

Syllabus for the students,

inquisitive mind, understanding

right from Play Group

of the religious subjects and on

to Class VIII is now

overall understanding of Deen

available in India. The

which covers aspects of Islam,

Syllabus is tailor-made to

Iman and Ihsan.

bring-about progressive
learning & development

The syllabus can be taught in

in over-all personality of

schools as well as Madrasahs

the students.

where school children get
Islamic education.

{{ The syllabus covers subjects
of - Quran, Hadith, Fiqh and
History of Islam.
{{ All the books are fully
colored and professionally
designed.
{{ Books are in full size (A4).
{{ There are exercises after
each chapter to test the
understanding of children.

All three words,
Islam, Iman and

”

Ihsan, according to their

meanings give the teachings
of peace, tolerance, love and

respect for humankind. Islam
is such a code of life that it
itself is an embodiment of
peace, love, and provides
others with the teaching
of peace, security, mercy,
moderation, patience, and
forbearance.
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SHAYKH UL ISLAM DR. TAHIR UL QADRI

ISLAMIC SUMMER
CAMP (KNOWLEDGE
RETREAT)
Islamic Summer Camp Program
are held in many cities across
India by Minhaj Youth League
where it has chapters during the
summer vacations of schools.
The four-week intensive
program provides students
with professionally designed
courses, enlightening teachers,
and a focused spiritually
stimulating environment.
The main objective of the
program is to provide students
with knowledge that is both
a religious duty for each
Muslim to learn (Fard ‘ayn) and
immediately applicable in life.
Alhamdulillah the response
to this program has been
overwhelming across India
and hundreds of students are
benefitting from this program.
In summer camp of 2018, this
program was conducted at 14
locations.
Subjects covered include
Essential Islamic beliefs, Fiqh
of prayer and fasting, spiritual
purification, Islamic virtue,
ethics, arts and crafts, indoor
sports and much more.

Syllabus
Minhaj Education Society
Syllabus for school children,
Selected chapters from
Teachings of Islam series by
Shaykh ul Islam Dr. Muhammad
Tahir ul Qadri, Islam and Modern
Sciences etc.
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MINHAJ TV
THROUGH CABLE TV
OPERATORS
Minhaj TV Kutch team started
their channel across various
cable service providers of Kutch
state.
Some of the cable operators are
as follow:
{{ Usha Yash Cable Network
Kutch
{{ Setbox No 11
{{ Kutch GPTL Cable No 873

Radio Minhaj India
Insha Allah there are plans to
start the service in Mumbai,
Mysore and Hyderabad soon.
The instruments needed to
start Minhaj TV through Cable
operators in your city are:
A Computer with 2GB
graphics card.
DBS - media converter
(Video to Fiber Optical)

Radio Minhaj India is a project
under Minhaj Youth league,
Kutch. It’s an easy to use, 5-star
rated app with more than 1000+
downloads around world, and
it occupies only 5.2 MB space.
Currently, it’s being listened
to in more than 40 countries.
Average listening time is of
47minutes (per person).People
in the age group of 25-34 listen
the app the most.

Wi-Fi (Minimum 8 MBPS)

HD to AVI Converter
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Countries where RMI is
being listened are:
India, United States,
United Kingdom, Canada,
Pakistan, UAE, Australia,
Kuwait, Romania, Zambia,
Qatar, Germany, Saudi
Arabia, Singapore, etc.

SEERAH QUIZ
FOR COLLEGE AND
SCHOOL STUDENTS
Allah the exalted says in the Holy Quran: There
is certainly for you in the Messenger of Allah, an
excellent pattern (to follow).

It is obvious that one should
amply know the detailed Seerah
of Prophet Muhammad (peace
be upon him) to make it a

CHAPTER 33 | SURAH AL-AHZAAB | VERSE 21

pathway to follow. It is necessary
to follow Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) according

attempted the Quiz at these

to the order of Allah and it is not

schools/college in 2017 and

possible to follow him without

around 3000 students gave

knowing his Seerah.

exam in 2018. Cash Prizes and
Educational products were

The purpose of Seerah Quiz is to

given to the winners after the

highlight the importance and

event.

the need of Seerah (biography),

PUBLIC
PROJECTOR
SPEECHES

to ease its study and to raise
consciousness towards it. The
question bank of Seerah is given
to students one week prior to
the exam and Seerat Quiz exam
is conducted based on it.

Public Projector events of
Minhaj Youth League in

Shaykh ul Islam Dr. Tahir

collaboration with Abul Fida

ul Qadri are organized on

Education Centre and Ummeed

special occasions like Meelad,

foundation conducted Seerah

Gyarhvi Shareef, Shab e Meeraj,

Quiz at Maharashtra college,

Shab–e-Barat, Muharram. The

Mumbai Central, Kausa

projector events are a good

Municipal school, Anjuman

alternative to high cost public

e Islam, Versova, Thane

events and provide knowledge

Municipal School, MInhaj

with authentic references to

School Hyderabad, Urdu School

common people.

Umarga, Ideal School, Solapur
etc. Around 600 students
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MINHAJ
BOOK/DVD’S STALLS
Book stalls have been organized
by Minhaj Youth League India
teams in collaboration with
Minhaj Publications, Baroda
on the occasions of Urs,
Muharram, Book Fairs, Eid Milad
processions, Eid Milan programs,
and other public gatherings.
The design team of MYLI also
has prepared promotional
banners for many books like
Al Minhaj us Sawi, Kitab-ut
Tawheed, Peace Curriculum
books, etc. Our teams visit
universities and Public Libraries
and gifts books of Shaykh ul
Islam Dr. Tahir ul Qadri to them.

MINHAJ
DAWAH
PROJECT
As part of its Minhaj Dawah
Project, MYL India printed more
than 30,000 informational
pamphlets which contained

of Islam and life of our Beloved
Prophet ( )ﷺand these
pamphlets were sent across
to volunteers of different cities
across India. The volunteers
went out at public places and
distributed it amongst Muslims
and Non-Muslims. The short
and concise content was
appreciated by the readers.

information on various aspects
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E-LEARNING

Learning to those who find it hard to arrange teacher
in their area.
We offer courses on Quranic Arabic, Arabic grammar,
Islamic beliefs, Life of our Beloved Prophet ( )ﷺand

Islamic e-Learning program is Minhaj

various books of Shaykh ul Islam Dr Tahir ul Qadri.

Youth League, India-led initiative that

The website also has facility to request one to one

aims at providing the facility of Islamic

training for various online courses.

MEELAD
CONFERENCES
Allah has indeed bestowed a great favour upon the
Muslims, in that He sent to them a Noble Messenger
(Prophet Mohammed - peace and blessings be upon him)
from among them, who recites to them His verses, and
purifies them, and teaches them the Book and wisdom;
and before it, they were definitely in open error.

In the light of above Qur’anic
verses, Minhaj Youth League
India marks the blessed month
of Rabiul Awwal with special
reverence. To highlight the
merciful and compassionate
nature of teachings of our
Beloved Prophet Muhammad

CHAPTER 03 | SURAH AAL-E-IMRAN | VERSE 164

()ﷺ, Minhaj Youth League
India volunteers participate in

O mankind! The advice has come to you from your Lord various educational and welfare
and a cure for the hearts - and guidance and mercy for activities throughout the
believers. Say, “Upon Allah’s munificence and upon His blessed month.
mercy - upon these should the people rejoice”; that is
better than all their wealth and possessions.
CHAPTER 10 | SURAH AL-YUNUS | VERSE 57/58
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Projector speeches of Shaykh ul Islam Dr. Tahir

Merciful, The Prophet of Mercy, Minhaj un Nabi,

ul Qadri related to the exalted rank of Prophet

Importance of Seerah for Youth etc.

Muhammad ( )ﷺare shown in public places in
and in-house gatherings in various cities. Grand

The volunteers also participate in processions

Ijtemat and Mehfil-e-Naat are also organized by

and marches holding placards that highlight the

city committees. Conferences are also organized

Prophetic teachings of mercy and compassion.

and the topics on which we have conducted
conferences include: Muhammad ()ﷺ: The
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the team

The core team working for Minhaj Youth
League is a group of individuals hailing from
various cities and is working inexhaustibly to
execute the projects in favor of the Ummah.

Most of the members of MYLI

in New Delhi, Maharashtra,

Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh,

are professionals. Minhaj Youth

Karnataka, Telangana, Andhra

Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand

League India has chapters

Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Kutch,

and Chandigarh.

MOHSIN KARAJAGI

SHAHID SYED

SHAFI QADRI

RIZWAN QADRI

(Maharashtra)
Engineering Graduate,
MBA, Arabic Language
course (Mumbai Univ.)

(Bengaluru, Karnataka),
MBA Finance

(Telangana)
M.A, PGDMS (Ireland),
B.Com, B.Ed.

(New Delhi)
BA from Delhi University

SHAHNAWAZ
QURAISHI

MUHAMMAD
SALMAN FAZIL

MUHAMMAD
ZEESHAN

MUHAMMAD NAVED

(New Delhi)
MBA HR

Bangalore (Karnataka)
BSc MMT

Kanpur (UP)
Engineering Graduate

SHAKIL AHMED

TEHSEEN ANSARI

RAMEEZ HAKDA

ARSHAD MIRZA

Jammu (J&K)
12th Standard and Fa’azil

(West Bengal)
MBA Finance and
Master of Commerce

(Kutch)

(Kutch)
Higher Secondary School

Kanpur (UP)
Engineering Graduate

ANIS SUMRA

MUHAMMAD
JUNAID KHAN

KHATEEB UL ISLAM
QADRI

Pune (Maharashtra)
Engineering Graduate

Kanpur (UP)
Engineering Graduate

Thane (Maharashtra)
B.com & Diploma in Export
Import Management

KHURSHID JAMAL

JUNAID SYED

SALEEM JAN KHAN

ABDUL HAKIM KHAN

Bokaro Steel City
(Jharkhand)
Engineering graduate

Mysore (Karnataka)
Bachelor of Commerce

Mysore (Karnataka)
D. Pharm

Vizag (AP)
Engineering Graduate

MUSAVIR QADRI

MUTGAIYYER
HUSSAIN SAYYED

SYED TAJALAH
ANDRABI

SHAIKH MOHAMMED
RAFIQUE

MCA - Pune University,
Aalim - Jamia Nizamia,
MA - Arabic

(Kashmir)
B.Sc. (Hons.)

(Bhiwandi)
B. Tech. Electrical

MD MANAUWER ALI

NASEEM ANSARI

MUZAMMIL SHARIF

Dhanbad (Jharkhand)
Graduation & Advance
Diploma In 3D Animation &
Graphics Design

Chandigarh
Higher Secondary School

(Bangaluru)
B. Arch.

(Kutch)

(Bangalore)
ITI And Diploma Electrical

MOHAMMAD
DANISH QADRI
Kanpur (UP)
MA

YASEERALI KAZI

MUHAMMAD
SOHAIL QADRI

MUHAMMAD
SARIM ASHRAFI

MUZAFFAR HUSSAIN
QADRI

Hyderabad (Telangana)
B. E.

Sambhal (UP)
M. A. - Mass Comm. &
M. A. - Islamic Studies, AMU

Chennai (Tamil Nadu)
Diploma in Web and
Graphic Designing

MUHAMMAD
MUNAWWAR
HUSSAIN QADRI
Kerua (Bihar)
MBA

”

The signs of the victorious
communities are that they forbid
evil; call to good and spend in the
way of Allah.
SHAYKH UL ISLAM DR. TAHIR UL QADRI
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